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                arising from L. Xu et al. Nature Catalysis https://doi.org/10.1038/s41929-020-00564-z (2021).
Amine 1a was independently synthesized by several of us using the palladium-catalysed amination reaction as described3 (Supplementary Methods) and then exploited in a number of Suzuki coupling reactions, selected examples of which are shown in Table 1 with the rest given in Supplementary Table 3. Entries 1–11 (Table 1) indicate that the samples of 1a produced as published can indeed give good to excellent yields of the cross-coupled product, whereas the results in entries 12–26 comprehensively demonstrate that the observed catalytic activity cannot be due to the amine.
Table 1 Investigation into the catalytic performance of amine 1aFull size table
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                    Fig. 1: Exploration of the active catalyst species in the Suzuki reaction.[image: ]
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              Crystal structure data have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC 2070871 and 2070872) and crystallographic data are provided in the Supplementary Information. All other data are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 Computational investigation into the intramolecular acidolysis of the key proposed phenyl potassium intermediate (Int4).
Relaxed PES scan of proton (highlighted) migration to K-Ph from adjacent B-O-H group showing facile cluster rearrangement to Int4-R followed by proton transfer (via H-trans) to give the acidolysed product Int4-dp. Attempts to model the transition state associated with proton transfer were unsuccessful, which is unsurprising considering the almost flat PES landscape in the region of H-trans. The calculations were performed using Orca 4.2 at the B3LYP-D3BJ/def2-svp level of theory (see Computational Studies section, Supporting Methods for full details); E(elec) of Int4 set to same value as calculated for the ΔG in the literature for comparison purpose; amine group represented as simple tubes, the rest of the cluster as ball-and-stick.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Comparison of ΔG for intramolecular acidolysis of K-Ph by adjacent B-O-H group (highlighted in red) versus the originally proposed dissociation of the amine group and formation of Int5.
It is clear that acidolysis is far more favourable than the formation of Int5 and would occur before Int5 could participate in the proposed steps leading to the activation and coupling of the aryl bromide substrate. Calculations performed using Gaussian 16 at the B3LYP-D3BJ/6–311 + G** level of theory; Int4, Int5 and cat reoptimized from the literature coordinates; ΔG for Int4 set to same value as in the literature. See Computational Studies section, Supporting Methods for full details.
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